Frequently Asked Questions
PE3001

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) about PE3001 and Evaluation KIT EVA3001.

It keeps on growing as customers come up with good questions.
So ask us!

PE3001
UHF RFID Data Monitor FAQs
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1

What is the communication range of the EVA3001?
a. The PE3001 on the EVA3001 Board in default configuration was tested with a FEIG Reader
(MRU200). At 300mW transmission power a distance of 10cm can be achieved. The antenna
is not optimized for performance since it is an Evaluation Kit to get to know and understand
the PE3001 chip.
b. It is possible to boost the distance by supporting the tag RF front end with the on-board battery
(JP2 on EVA3001). In this case a communication distance with the MRU200 of approximately
50cm can be achieved.
c. Customers reported stable communication with a 2Watt reader and a matched antenna over
2.5 meters without battery support.

2

Which reader are implemented in EVA3001 software?
a. EVA3001 software is designed in object modules so it is possible to add new reader. The first
used reader are FEIG MRU200 (USB, our standard reader), LRU1000, LRU2000, LRU3000,
LRU3500 with a new firmware (see point 4).
b. A SCEMTEC SIH900 would be added via RS232 standard driver (Bluetooth, USB).
c. Deister/Harting UDL500 with debus protocol (USB).
d. CAEN A828EU and A829EU (USB).
e. Metratec DESKID UHF (USB).

3

Why is there no communication between the reader and PE3001 (EVA3001)?
a. Make sure the distance between reader and EVA3001 is not more than 10cm. (later it is
possible to enlarge the range)
b. Check the orientation of EVA3001 to the reader antenna. The EVA3001 top side should face
the reader.
c. Make sure that you have not changed TID-address 05h.

4

Why I can read Inventory and TID and not start the logging function?
a. It is possible that the maximum address range of Reader is set to 07Fh (default). In this way it
is not possible to read the RESERVED-Bank and the logging function does not start. Make
sure that a firmware update set the address range to 1FFh or fix the variable
“MAX_RESERVED” in file tgadefs.h to 0x07F.
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Which registers in the TID Bank are better not to touch?
a. Make sure that there are no changes in trim register (TID-Bank address 03h … 08h). Any
changes in these registers may lead to malfunction in communication or unreliable
measurement results. If you made changes here and did not note the values prior to these
changes to restore them, you will have to change the chip. They differ from chip to chip. The
old chip was trimmed in production and can not easily be re-trimmed (frequency matching of
the internal oscillator, temperature calibration).
b. Do not change TID-Bank address 00h..01h. These register values are fixed by EPC
Specification.
c. The TID-Bank addresses 09h .. 0Fh configure the data monitor and can be changed by the
user.
d. For a start it is best to use the available source code or start with the compiled code for the
GUI. Otherwise you might screw the TID bank before you get really started.

6

Why the graphic plot is erased after tab change?
a. The information for graphic plot is only a memory map from RESERVED Block. The internal
memory map will be erased after tab change. In this way it is necessary to safe data again
from tag with “Data Monitor” -> “Read Monitor Data”.

7

What is the impedance of the PE3001?
a. The PE3001ES with package SOIC16 has an impedance of 4Ohm – j60Ohm at a frequency of
865MHz.
b. The PE3001ES with package TSSOP16 has an impedance of 7.6Ohm – j76Ohm of 865MHz.

8

Why does the SPI not respond on requests?
a. Test signals need to be activated. SPI_SEL signal has to turn low for every transmitted
command. See the data sheet of the PE3001 for reference.
b. Make sure that the clock signal starts with a “0” level.

9

Which function is defined for pin TESTEPC and pin TESTMON?
a. TESTEPC set the RFID-component in test mode and no RFID communication is possible. In
normal function this pin can be set to low or open (internal pull down).
b. TESTMON set the monitor in test mode. With this pin at high level it is possible to
communicate to EEPROM or TMS via SPI. For detailed information see Data Sheet or contact
the technical support.
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10 Why the PE3001 does have high power consumption after SPI communication?
a. At the initialization the PE3001 use a charge pump to shift the battery level in the IC (0x3A
0x0080). This has a power consumption of 620µA. Between SPI commands it is possible to
reduce the power consumption with a disable command of charge pump (0x3A 0x0000).
b. For a new communication with EEPROM it is necessary to enable the charge pump (0x3A
0x0080).
c. For more Information see DS_PE3001.pdf or DS_PE3001_spi.pdf.
11 Can the memory be extended?
a. The integrated memory has a size of 8kbit. If larger amounts of data need to be stored it is
recommended to use an external MCU with larger EEPROM/Flash and poll the data from the
chip. The SPI is not designed to directly support SPI EEPROMs.
12 Where can I find the software source code and what is the programming
language?
a. After installation of software the complete source code for EVA3001Kit is copied executable
program independent into folder “source”.
b. The programming language is C++ based on wxWidgets.
13 Why the EVA3001 battery does not constantly work at temperatures below
-2 °C?
a. The EVA3001Kit is an application to show the general functionality. The workspace is defined
in normal temperature range (from 0°C to 60°C).
b. The battery (CR1220) has not the capacity to work generally under -5°C.
c. The PE3001 is generally working in the location at temperatures below -5°C. To work in lower
temperature ranges it is necessary to use a battery with higher capacity and parameters for
the low temperature range.
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14 Contact
Germany

Important
Notice

Stuttgart

Dresden

Productivity Engineering
Process Integration GmbH
Behringstrasse 7
D-71083 Herrenberg
Germany
Phone.: +49 (0) 70322798 0
Fax: +49 (0) 70322798 29
Email: info@pe-gmbh.com
Web: www.pe-gmbh.com

Productivity Engineering GmbH
Branch
Sachsenallee 9
D-01723 Kesselsdorf
Germany
Phone.: +49 (0) 35204777 00
Fax: +49 (0) 35204777 000
Email: info@pe-gmbh.com

Productivity Engineering GmbH (PE) reserves the right to make corrections, modifications, enhancements,
improvements, and other changes to its products and services at any time and to discontinue any product or service
without notice. Customers should obtain the latest relevant information before placing orders and should verify that such
information is current and complete. All products are sold subject to PE’s terms and conditions of sale supplied at the
time of order acknowledgment. PE warrants performance of its hardware products to the specifications applicable at the
time of sale in accordance with PE’s standard warranty. Testing and other quality control techniques are used to the
extent PE deems necessary to support this warranty. Except where mandated by government requirements, testing of all
parameters of each product is not necessarily performed. PE assumes no liability for applications assistance or customer
product design. Customers are responsible for their products and applications using PE components. To minimize the
risks associated with customer products and applications, customers should provide adequate design and operating
safeguards. PE does not warrant or represent that any license, either express or implied, is granted under any PE patent
right, copyright, mask work right, or other PE intellectual property right relating to any combination, machine, or process
in which PE products or services are used. Information published by PE regarding third–party products or services does
not constitute a license from PE to use such products or services or a warranty or endorsement thereof. Use of such
information may require a license from a third party under the patents or other intellectual property of the third party, or a
license from PE under the patents or other intellectual property of PE. Resale of PE products or services with statements
different from or beyond the parameters stated by PE for that product or service voids all express and any implied
warranties for the associated PE product or service and is an unfair and deceptive business practice. PE is not
responsible or liable for any such statements.
© 2016 PE GmbH. All rights reserved.

All trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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